Instructions for the game
Note:  This may be similar to the game you play in the orientation, or it may be more elaborate.  The aim is to give participants a taste of some TimeBank exchanges, and also to tie the activities of a TimeBank to the core values of TimeBanking.  It always generates a huge amount of energy and excitement and “AHA” moments – and usually, a lot of questions as well.
 
It has been played with as few as 7 people and as many as 250. It works really well with large groups – 15 and up. Some obvious adjustments (as indicated in the instructions) have to be made if the group turns out to be very small groups. 
 
These instructions may seem long and involved to you.  That’s because they spell everything out.  In fact, this is quite straightforward and may be very similar to how you do your orientations.  It’s easier done than written!  You should practice the game with some willing volunteers several times before you do it “for real” and ask for their feedback. 
 
Supplies needed:
1.     Fairshares forms – one per person.
2.     Five flip chart sheets on the wall – one for each core value
3.     Three each of two colors of stickies for every person – eg three yellow and three blue.  Yellow = offers and blue = receives.
4.     Three paper Time Dollars each.
5.     White quarter sheets of paper for imaging
6.     Masking tape
7.     Color quarter sheets for burning questions
8.     A TimeBanking flier (we use either the general flier or else the small quick guide flier)
 
This game can be viewed as being in 3 parts that flow together pretty seamlessly.  Part one is the setup, part two the exchange and part three the explanation and the core values.
 
Part one:  the set-up
“We’re going to do a mock TimeBank.  Each one of you is a member of this TimeBank. Let’s give it a name.  (Take ideas, choose one that people like.)  As members of xxxxxx TimeBank, you will offer to do services for others, and as members you will call on the TimeBank for services you would like. When you receive a service, you will pay for that service with a Time Dollar.  When you provide a service, you will earn a Time Dollar.”
▪       Ask everyone to sign the Time Dollars they have in front of them. 
o       Ask participants to look at the Fair Shares sheet and review a few examples on the sheet with them for ideas as to what is given and received in many TimeBanks. Give a couple of real life examples as well.
▪       Ask them to fill in one of the yellow stickies with at least one thing they could offer.  Explain that the offer could be:
▪       Something you can do for others – like gardening
▪       Something you can do with others for the community – like baking cookies, or playing music for a social gathering, or folding fliers
▪       Something you can teach others, like an exercise class
▪       Something that you or your organization can provide to others – like a room they can use, or tickets to an event
(Have the highlighted words written up on a flip chart -- – repeat by pointing the words.)
▪       And fill in one, two or three of the blue stickies with a thing they could receive.
▪       Give them a few minutes to fill in their stickies. 
▪       Optional – if a large group, you may want to ask for a volunteer to bring stickies to the front
 
Part two:  the exchanges
▪       Explain what’s next.  We’re going to ask someone to call out one of the services they are offering – and we’ll see if there are any takers.  (If a small group, you will explain that you will go from person to person. 
▪       When some people volunteer to call out their OFFERS, the  volunteer will bring those stickies to the front and put them on the board. 
▪       Now ask if there are any takers  -- if the first one gets a taker, then great,. Ask the receiver to write down the service they will receive on a Time Dollar.  While that person is doing that, ask the offer person to come up to the front. When the receiver has finished writing on his or her Time Dollar, ask that person to come up as well.  The receiver of the service should bring their signed Time Dollar with the service written on it with them.
▪       Tell the audience that together we’ll be pretending that the OFFER person did the task.  Play along with this.  Ask the RECEIVER person if the service was OK. Sometimes people will really play along with this, and it can turn into a fun play-acting time. Tell the RECEIVER person they are going to pay for the service with the Time Dollar.
▪       Call out some more.  Keep an ear open for a situation that would be good to bring the people up to the front. It’s really great if someone offers something that can be done as a class – like teaching dancing.  Then you can use this to have a whole bunch of people come up to the front and get the service and then hand over their Time Dollars.  This demonstrates a group event and gives you the opportunity to show that the person doing the teaching gets one Time Dollar (or two, if you add in preparation and pack up for the hour long class) and hands over the additional Time Dollars to the community pot for the TimeBank.  That in turn means you have the opportunity to talk about how important that is, because the TimeBank needs members to do work for it.
▪       What happens if an offer is called out and there are no receivers?  Use this to discuss what happens in a real Time Bank. 
▪       Now tell the group you are going to turn it around.  Ask them to review the things they wanted to receive -- and see if there are match-ups in the same way.  Do this just one time – it should be pretty clear by now how it works:  the person receiving a service hands over a Time Dollar.  Ask what’s easier, asking for a service, or offering a service?  And elicit from the participants why it’s so important to have both.   For example:  Ask “What happens if nobody asks?” 
 
Part three, the explanations and core values
▪       Ask the volunteer to bring all the stickies and the Time Dollars up to the front. 
▪       Tell everyone that you’re now going to put their inner artist to work.  They will each draw an image of the experience on their imaging slip.  Give them enough time to do this. Put images up. 
▪       While they are drawing, place the stickies under the core values as follows:  Offers go under Assets – Recognizing that everyone has something to offer.  Asks go under Reciprocity:  Giving becomes a two-way street.  Time Dollars go under:  Honoring the work of building community.  Images will go under Community. 
▪       Core values.  Discuss the core values in turn and how the game illustrated each. For the community value, point to all the images as an example of community, then ask if anyone would like to share why they chose to create the image they did – and what it shows. When you get to the respect value, ask them if they have a suggestion as to what to put in there. Follow their suggestion.
▪       Second look at Core Values. (Each core value written in large letters on quarter sheet of flip chart paper)  Large group discussion – ask for questions, thoughts.
 
End of Game
Variations on the game:
Adding in “characters”
Especially with a small group it takes away the self-consciousness about giving and receiving if you provide some way of them becoming a “character.”  You can use soft toy characters – and each person gets to choose one and introduces him or herself as the character.  (People LOVE this!  It gets them into a spirit of play.)  Or, if you don’t want to go to the expense of that, ask them to pull something from their pocket or pocketbook and use that.  This can also be very playful. 
 
Adding in string.
This is expecially dramatic if you have a group small enough for everyone to offer – and each time an exchange is made, you connect the giver and receiver with a piece of string.  A volunteer has to take the ball of string from one person to the other and then cut it.
 
Organizational exchanges
Sheryl has told me that she always includes organizational exchanges in this game.  I have done that only in the limited way explained above – and it would be good to find out from her how she does the organization piece.
 
Last note:
It has been asked why not just let people walk around and make exchanges, as is often done in an orientation – which is fun and a lot of energy.  There are several reasons for choosing not to do that. These include being able to use each exchange as a “teachable moment” in a more powerful way by having them occur in front of the whole group.  Plus, it’s easier to keep a hold on the dynamics of the workshop.  Also: The group members all experience the same things so in the question and answer period they have a common reference point.

